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Harpers in Scotland’s Outlying Communities in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Centuries1
Introduction:
Modern clanship historiography tends to view harpers within the broader estate
economy as integral members of the chiefly retinue. Within this historiography, these
musicians, like pipers, belonged to hereditary families who possessed a holding on the estate
on a rent-free or reduced basis in return for performing their musical services.2 Moreover,
studies of harps and harpers have been prone to privilege the Western Highlands and Islands
or the Lowlands.3 The present short note will briefly examine these strings players in the
shires of Ross, Sutherland, Caithness, and the Outer Isles in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Methodologically, the integration of the musical scene within landholding
households enables the emergence of trends even if these are present sotto voce rather than
voce forte. The study will underline a more interactive and open group of musicians at various
levels opening up the cultural corset in which they had been restricted. It will further reflect
on additional extra-musical dimensions repositioning the harper fully within his own society
and period.
The context:
Up to the second half of the seventeenth century, there were two different harps, one
wire-strung and the other gut. The gut-strung harp is commonly connected with courtly circles
whereas the wire-strung clarsach is usually associated with Gaelic Scotland. However, harp
playing did not adhere to a clear division between the Highlands and Gaelic on the one side
and the Lowlands and Scots on the other side. Indeed, the spread of the clarsach had at its
epicentre the centre and east of the country, areas not usually associated with a strong
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tradition of bardic poetry. Instead, these clarsachs or Gaelic harps would have been used to
accompany non-Gaelic material. In other words, both instruments and their patronage did not
divide along neat geographical or linguistic lines.4
Harp music and its players have a long recorded presence in Ireland and Scotland and,
in terms of regional studies, with an emphasis on the Highlands and Islands or Gaels in
general.5 This tradition appears even in the region’s fringes areas such as Easter Ross with its
late eighth- or early ninth-century stone depicting a basic instrument.6 Their histories have
received scholarly treatment including the slow decline of the status of the harp and its player
over the course of the seventeenth century.7 Early-modern writers through qualitative
statements assisted in casting the instrument’s association with Highlanders into a literary
pastoral trope in line with the wider projection of the fabricated image of the Gael.8 In a
parallel development, Gaelic oral and poetic traditions at times relied first and foremost on the
harp to feature in their productions with their image of the highly esteemed harper and quasisacredness of the instrument.9 The harp and its sweet music appears regularly across many
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genres in medieval and early-modern Gaelic poetry, although as a motif, it remains to be
appraised following such investigation for the bagpipe.10
The decompartmentalization of harp music: cultural brassage
The prevalence of the harp and its potent symbol is revealed in its selection by
families from the far north, including from the eastern seaboard like the Urquharts on the
Black Isle and the Mackenzies of Kilcoy, as a visual motif on carved lintels and fireplaces.11
At Kilcoy Castle, the hall mantelpiece is carved with three well-preserved coats of arms and
initials of the Mackenzies and bears the date 1679. There are three round panels flanked by
two mermaids playing on harps, one at either end.12 Sir Thomas Urquhart’s 1651 carved
sandstone overmantel found at Urquhart is flanked by comparable melomaniac mermaids.13
This repositions the harp and its artistic qualities and symbolism within the wider
contemporary heraldic context and as part of a family’s interior decoration, in this mixture of
the intimate and the ostentatious. There is a need to combine the various artistic strands
coexisting at the time in this outlying society and see their developments not only per se in
their musical isolation but at least in parallel if not in their interactions. The interconnections
between the visual, aural, written, and oral media need to be highlighted, albeit not being sui
generis.14
The dynamic of harp music did not operate in a vacuum or compartmented social
milieu. As will be seen below, the boundaries between players and patrons were blurred.
Besides, landed chiefs did not have the monopoly on artistic largesse. The omnipotent and
omnipresent medieval Church lefts its imprints on the musical scene of the early-modern
10
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period. In their beneficence, church dignitaries actively supported harpers, such as the bishops
of Ross and of Caithness both in 1506.15 John Campbell, Bishop of the Isles (d. 1592x1594),
was one of the last ecclesiastics to do so.16 Associated with the Church was the fermenting
milieu of urban music as both Inverness and Tain dedicated monies from their common good
fund to pay music masters. This musical environment was conducive to a better
knowledgeable appreciation of music in general even if on a limited scale.17 Harp music thus
received financial support from socially diverse upper echelons of society. Albeit
geographically confined, these urban schools educated the progeny of a number of local and
regional landlords, nurturing a more knowledgeable appreciation of music in the process.18
The uplanders’ personal participation in native and extraneous arts combined with
their appreciation and support of them modifies a long-held view of these men. It dismissed
the reduction of far northerners and Highlanders in general to a quintessentially warlike
people and presents rounder figures involved in more diversified lifestyles. Moreover, it
removes the distinction between the musicians and their landlord patrons. A number of the
clan élite were themselves amateur musicians with both the families of Mackenzie of
Gruinard and of Applecross being celebrated performers of the instrument whilst some
Macleod lairds had a practical knowledge of it.19 Donald Ross of Shandwick (fl. 1551-Aug.
1589) was known for playing well on the clarsach, an instrument traditionally associated with
high status.20
This Easter Ross connection with the harp counterbalances and complements studies
emphasizing the Western and Southern Highlands and the Isles as the instrument’s preferred
home.21 This tradition of harp-playing was still present on the Balnagown estate in Easter
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Ross in the first decade of the sixteenth century.22 It actually lasted in the district until at least
the early seventeenth century with the mention of John Munro in 1602 either contracted by or
visiting Hector Munro, apparent of Assynt.23 That presence of clarsach players on the east
coast is reinforced in 1607 with another player, Donald Ross, possibly employed by Nicholas
Ross of Pitcalnie at his house in Arboll.24
However, the presence of the harp should not be appreciated merely through the lens
of a musical monoculture. Instead, a musical melting-pot is clearly identifiable. On his return
from Buchan to Balnagown in 1663, the eponymous Ross chief was entertained by the
‘violer’, or fiddler, John White at the Chanonry.25 Only three miles southwestward, William
Robertson of Kindeace was a patron of the ‘viol’ in the first half of the 17th century.26
Among other things, the notion of court and noble culture exogamous to the farnorthern environment of the fine, or clan élite, gradually altered their behaviour and state of
mind to some extent. Yet, their home milieu was one steeped in Gaelic, oral culture, which
can be described as traditional communal culture. For the élite, this meant a patronage of the
arts which was visible not just in the Western Highlands and Islands. Their musical
munificence was seen first and foremost with the Scottish chieftains’ prominent entertainment
of Irish and Scottish harpers.27 A hereditary family of harpers played for the Skye chiefly
22
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household of the Macleods by the early sixteenth century, with Fearchar, son of Richard,
succeeded by his son Gillecallum.28 If the list of thirty-two names found in the Book of the
Dean of Lismore (compiled between 1512 and 1542) do indeed represent clàrsairean from the
area north of the Forth-Clyde line, then other harpers were found in the Isles at the time, with
at least one in Uist and another one in Lewis.29 Harp music continued to reverberate within
the walls of Dunvegan at least until the mid-eighteenth century.30 Within the Hebridean
milieu, Gaelic poetry extols the musical joys of the harp to be had during family merriment,
like a wedding chez les Macleods.31 Likewise, in the Mackay household the harp would fête
its residents under John, Second Lord Reay.32 The Mackay household thus sustained its
patronage of Gaelic arts. Actually, John typified the hybridized combination of a late
Renaissance education on the continent with the investment in some elements of the native
Gaelic culture.33
In both Macleod and Mackay cases, the stringed instrument shared the household
musical stage with other instruments, like the bagpipes or the ‘viol’.34 This musical polyphony
‘Two Irish Harpers in Scotland’, in Porter, Musical Life of Scots, 227-43. Such was the prevalence of travelling
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was a fait accompli in the Macleod household in northern Skye by the late seventeenth
century within the broader movement of the evolution of musical tastes and social
expectations, notably musical skills of genteel ladies.35 Allan Macdonald, Captain of
Clanranald, boasted such musically versatile court at Caisteal Ormacleit on South Uist at the
beginning of the eighteenth century.36 Sir Norman Macleod of Berneray (died 1705) served as
patron to harpers, pipers, and fiddlers and was described as Tuigsear nan teud, ‘Fine judge of
musicians’.37 Under William, Fifth Earl of Seaforth (1701-1740), the family employed a
number of pipers living across its vast estate. Besides, it remunerated itinerant musicians on
an ad hoc basis, such as a harper and a fiddler in 1710.38 Albeit much confined these strands
add to a multi-layered picture and the dynamics of the musical scene in the far north at the
time.
This musical interchange opened up Gaelic and northern culture to external influences
which though detrimental in the long run can be conceived more positively within a
flourishing musical scene for a period of time.39 In the residence of Sir Donald Macdonald of
Sleat, the guests were melodiously treated to a hybrid repertoire if they so wished as Foirm
nam pìoban ’S orghain Lìteach, ‘there can be heard the roar of pipes and Leith organs’.40
John, Twelfth Earl of Sutherland, still employed a harper at the beginning of the seventeenth
century but whose life was cut short while on a journey in a snowstorm in 1602.41 Most
significantly, the detailed accounts of the comital House under the tutorship of Sir Robert
Gordon covering the years 1615/6 to 1630 do not mention harpers. The Sutherland accounts
35
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revealed the employment of pipers, including a member of the renowned Maccrimmon family
of pipers, Donald Maccrimmon (by 1617 to 1628), and of a ‘bard’ as well by the name of
Donald Macchlery (‘mcclearache’).42 Moreover, the Dunrobin household cultivated an
appreciation of fiddle music.43 Musical variety was on offer to the family. In 1615, the
children of the Sutherland household were learning to play musical instruments and sing,
hence the request made by the earl for two of the ‘fynest’ double virginals to be sent by the
tutor of Sutherland from London. The earl was fond of the music of the virginals and could
‘not want the lyik out of my hous in Dornach’.44 The virginal is indeed a case in point. It was
played in both the Dunvegan and Sutherland households and as seen below its music found an
auditor in Sir Donald Mackay.45 The cultural sensibilities of the comital family of Caithness
emulated those of its Sutherland rival. The Caithness earls certainly availed themselves of the
musical services of a harper at least until the early sixteenth century, in return of which the
harper enjoyed lands in Duncansby.46 The family retributed the musical aptitude of Donald
Reach (‘Reoch’), a piper, prior to 1616.47 As a result of Donald’s employment, too much
42
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Toponymy further attested to the employment of a piper in the earl’s household with the piece of land called
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should not be read into the testament of George, Earl of Caithness, written in August 1582.
Although detailed in its listing of domestics, no musician appears in the record.48 The hearth
tax returns for both Assynt and Strathnaver in 1691 do not contain any apparent harper listed
as such, except perhaps from the extrapolation of the presence of ‘Katharin Nein Wm
Chruter’ in Rhinovie. Significantly, these lists mention a number of pipers.49 Musical
patronage of chiefly households reveals an interconnected ensemble of players even though
these links are sometimes tenuous. Highland households reverberated with polyphonic music,
if only in the presence of different instruments. A cultural brassage was at work in these
musical ensembles composed of instruments with an already long-established presence in the
area, such as harps, fiddles, and bagpipes, and other (relatively) new ones, such as virginals
and keyboard instruments in general.50
Even in the military environment of the Thirty Years’ War, Sir Donald Mackay found
time in early 1627 to listen to a ‘clarsocher’ at both Rotterdam (‘unnamed’) and The Hague
(called ‘Magnus’). His purchase of ‘clarsoch strings’ at the Meuse port was presumably
intended as a gift to the said harper. In Arnhem, he paid to see ‘the virgenells’ (the virginal).
This seems to point to Mackay’s appreciation of a music reminiscent of home but also of a
greater openness to musical styles and genres of a continental nature.51 The phenomenon of
musical borrowings between genres can thus be commented upon from the angle of not only
the interaction between musicians but also from these patrons. They were instrumental in
employing different categories of musicians and so facilitated this influence and absorption
through their own personal musical tastes and aspirations dictated by genteel society.52
An entry in the Kintail accounts under the date 15 March 1571 tends to point towards
more free-flowing interactions between musicians of different chiefs as opposed to between
players of a single household. On that day, as Colin Mackenzie of Kintail was on his way to
the Mounth, he was accompanied by Lachlan Bayne, ‘clarsear’, and the laird of

Piper’s croft: Northern Ensign, 7 Oct. 1902, p. 2. The patronage of piping by Caithness Sinclairs continued well
into the 19th century: Clan Gunn Society Magazine, xi (1974/5), 18.
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NRS, Sinclair of Mey Papers, GD96/200.
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Population Lists of Strathnaver, Strathy and Strath Halladale, 1667-1811, ed. M. Bangor-Jones (Dundee,
2000); Population Lists of Assynt, 1638-1811, ed. M. Bangor-Jones ([Dundee], 1997). Onomastic analysis is
clouded by the fact that surnames were not fully crystallized by then. As a result the name Harper could apply
either to the profession or the actual surname: E.g. Sutherland Book, ed. Fraser, iii, 61; Calendar of Writs of
Munro of Foulis, 1299-1823, ed. C. T. McInnes (Edinburgh, 1940), no. 34.
50
Styles and repertoires should be taken into account rather than just instruments per se.
51
Social Life in Former Days: Second Series, Illustrated by Letters and Family Papers, ed. E. D. Dunbar
(Edinburgh, 1866), 181-2.
52
Sanger and Kinnaird, History of the Harp, 87.
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Glenmoriston’s piper.53 When Donald MacIan, harper to the Sutherland earl, died in 1602, he
was part of the earl’s ‘ordinary train’ who had set up on their way from Golspie Tower to visit
the chief of clan Gunn in Kilearnan (in Strath Ullie).54 So, the inclusion of harpers in
magnates’ entourage as part of their travelling retinue emphasizes the opportunity given to
them to interact with other fellow musicians if not harpists. It presents harp music in an interregional and dynamic flux. Secondly, it sets opportunities certainly for musical interactions
and possible borrowings, as demonstrated in stylistic similarities and other commonalities,
and broadly speaking for cultural relations.55 Thirdly, there has commonly been a strong link
between the Gaelic professional orders and traditional schools. Yet, this accounting entry
locates additional opportunities outwith these schools to be found in more informal ways
notably in travels and visits.56
The gradual demise of the status of the harp and its player cannot be equated singly
with the corresponding ascendancy of the bagpipes, albeit it being an important factor. Rather,
this additionally lies in the patronage of musical diversity as seen with the earlier references to
virginals for instance and the patronage of a wider spectrum of musical instruments,
repertoires, and influences within the households of the far-northern élite. The underlying
rationale behind this transformation lies in the evolution of the wider cultural tastes and
expectations. Coming into contact with these diverse musical influences, Scottish, British, and
indeed European, opens up the cultural world in which the Gaelic harper evolved, including
an element of bilingualism.57 Such cultural and musical contacts however did not necessarily
53
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Gaelic Musical Circles: The Root lu- in Music Terminology’, Scottish Gaelic Studies [SGS], xix (1999), 183-4;
Chadwick, ‘Early Irish Harp’, 527-8. A more cautious approach as to the issue of bagpiping taking over or
copying harp music is adopted in Sanger, ‘Lost Chords’.
56
On traditional schools, consult Newton and Cheape, ‘Clàrsach to Bagpipe’, 84-5 (pipers); W. McLeod,
Divided Gaels: Gaelic Cultural Identities in Scotland and Ireland, c. 1200-c. 1650 (Oxford, 2004), 83-5 (poets);
Benedict, ‘References to Pre-Modern Music’, 111-4 (minstrels).
57
Ó Baoill, ‘Two Irish Harpers’, 235; Sanger and Kinnaird, History of the Harp, 150-1. The English and North
European courtly influence comes to the fore in S. Donnelly, ‘A Cork Musician at the Early Stuart Court: Daniel
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denote an openness to them on the part of harpers.58 These musicians appear to have been
more hermetic to these compared to their patrons.
Integrating the harper into wider society:
The oral tradition of the Highlands richly records the travel of isolated clarsach
players.59 In 1501, a travelling harper by the name of Macrae happened to be staying at the
Munro chief’s residence of Fowlis.60 Similarly, Rory Mackenzie of Applecross (died 1646)
and his son, John, second laird of Applecross (died x1685), enjoyed a reputation for
generously rewarding visiting harpers, such as the earl of Antrim’s musical protégé.61 In
October 1505, King James IV was entertained in Dingwall by an unnamed harper, probably
during the harper’s own peregrinations. In this particular instance, it is pertinent to reflect on
the fact that Dingwall was on the pilgrimage route to the shrine of St Duthac in Tain.
Financially speaking, travelling harpers may well have exploited this expected presence and
convergence of pilgrims.62 In the vicinity, further south at Tarradale, an itinerant harper of the
sixteenth century was murdered by a pilfering party of Mackenzies of Ord for fear he would
raise the alarm.63 The renowned Irish harper, Ruairi Ó Catháin, travelled widely in Scotland
but his stay in the house of Sir James Macdonald of Sleat (died 1678) appears unfounded.64
William, Fifth Earl of Seaforth, made a one-off payment of £1 1s 6d to the Scotsman Daniel
Melville ‘the harper’ in June 1710. The gut-strung player Melville certainly travelled the
country as he is also found in Edinburgh in 1709, as a Catholic, and had recently arrived from
Ireland with his wife Helen. Yet, given the large scale migration of predominantly Lowland
Scots to Ireland at the time, migrating Scots would largely have found themselves living in a
Scottish cultural environment.65
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These itinerant or visiting harpers should not merely be viewed as musicians. All the
above were by their mere journeys de facto bearers of news and gossip. They clearly had
access to local and regional power-holders. Besides, they performed other functions as
entertainers, chroniclers, agent or right-hand man, and newsbearers.66 These itinerant Irish
harpers undoubtedly have assisted in the dissemination of a pool of tunes shared between
Scotland and Ireland and played by musicians from both countries. They accounted for a
common musical repertoire within a pan-Gaelic world.67
The unidimensional view of harpers in their restrictive musical role does not fully
reveal the broad range of activities which they undertook as individuals. Like other members
of the Gaelic professional orders, they took on other activities in the service of their patrons or
outside it.68 In October 1602, John Munro ‘clarser’, either employed by or visiting Hector
Munro, apparent of Assynt, witnessed Hector being legally charged to pay his debts to John,
Master of Orkney. Not only would John thus be fully aware of Hector’s financial predicament
but also presented with an opportunity of being informed about current news through the
messenger-at-arms delivering the summons.69
In the second half of the seventeenth century, the famous harper Roderick Morison,
brought up in Bragar in Lewis attended school in Inverness and went to pursue his musical
studies in Ireland. On his return to Scotland he made his way to Edinburgh in late spring and
early summer of 1681 where he met his future patron, Iain Breac Macleod of Dunvegan.
Roderick went on to live near Dunvegan, in Glenelg, and then Lochaber but continued making
‘excursions’ to chiefly households across the Highlands and Islands.70 These peregrinations
across the land likely accounted in part for the harper’s broad cultural vision. He witnessed
first-hand the cultural tensions within the clan élite so much commented upon in late
seventeenth-century Gaelic poetry, including his own compositions. As a result, harpers could
66
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well have been one of the sources for these bardic mordant verses of this fin de siècle
compositions or at least had a direct awareness of a cultural transformation within the
community.71
A highly visible instance of such multiple functions performed by harpers within their
wider community can be found in Morison. Within the regional estate economy, the famous
harpist and poet to the Macleods of Dunvegan and Harris in the late seventeenth century
served as a tacksman in both Skye and Glenelg.72 Indeed, such professional diversification
within the estate economy was not uncommon, as experienced by the McShannons of Kintyre
and others.73 Other harpers still were made burgesses, as Irishman Thomas O Connellan
possibly was by the town council of Edinburgh.74 Recent scholarship has shown divisions
between the poets of Ireland and those in Scotland as well as separate identities within this
pan-Gaeldom.75 As a result the poet harper connection seen in the Kintyre McShannons’
relationship to the MacMhuirichs was in fact not typical in Scotland as a whole. With the
demise of the Lordship of the Isles, its ‘Irish’ poets took up residence in what were peripheral
lands in Uist whilst harpers changed occupation and became conventional tacksmen as
opposed to merely shift their allegiances to other powerful families like the Campbells.76
Hence, the combination of professional activities does not solely reflect the adaptability of
harpers, and other members of the Gaelic professional orders, but also the evolution of the
broader socio-economic context and a constrained labour market.
Identifying the patron of these harpers can at times be difficult. Although he left
behind his testament, William Cadell (‘caddell’) ‘harper’ leaves us little clue as to his
potential employer and so might have been an itinerant musician.77 The son of a Dunnet (in
Caithness) resident, William at the time of his death in December 1593 left few belongings.
He had ready money – rose nobles and half merks among others – left in his purse worth £108
12s 2d plus his clothing valued at £6 13s 4d. William was clearly a man of financial means.78
He had no recorded debts of his own. Interestingly enough, at least two individuals officially
71
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owed William money. James Cadell in Tibberchindy (Aberdeenshire) was most likely a
relative. The other, William Hoppringle, was the son of an Edinburgh apothecary. Whatever
their nature, these debts actually underline the geographical spread of a harper’s connections.
Although these might be partly kin-based, they were nonetheless of a non-local nature, spread
across the country. This is reinforced by the fact that William was almost certainly killed by a
nameless Ogilvie, fiddler, in Edinburgh.79 Cadell’s testament broadens the vision of the harper
beyond the sphere of the musician and into the wider society, in this case probably as a
moneylender. Given the location of these debtors, Cadell must have travelled relatively
extensively, adding to the picture of a provincial musical scene in a flux in terms of its
players.
More details of employment are available for Malcolm Groat, harper to Queen Anne
of Denmark (1574-1619), consort of James VI. Malcolm had served the queen ever since the
Union of the Crown in 1603 and her resettlement at the London court in 1603. He received
mourning liveries at the funeral of his patroness. Shortly afterwards, he petitioned the English
Privy Council as ‘Musicon to the late Queenes Ma[jes]tie for the Scottes Musicke’ in order to
secure a royal ‘reward’ as ‘his fortunes are quite overthrown, and himself is left miserably
w[i]t[h]out meanes’. His royal clientship, however, did not end with the death of the royal
personage as Malcolm, then ‘musitian for the harpe’, was appointed to attend the children of
King Charles I in that quality at £30 sterling per annum between 1638 and 1641. He was dead
by 1650 when his widow Elizabeth received £8 sterling in arrears due to Malcolm as his
wages with similar payments made in 1652.80
A very informative letter in the Sutherland collection throws some additional light on
the influence which a harper could wield, in this case the said Groat.81 In February 1616, in
the investigation surrounding the testament of a Marcus Gibson, tailor to the queen, John
Davidson contacted Sir Robert Gordon, a gentleman of the king’s privy chamber and brother
to the earl of Sutherland. Davidson pressed Sir Robert to try the matter with Malcolm Groat,
harper, one of Gibson’s ‘familiaris’, so as to recover the shares bequeathed to Gibson’s sisters
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and mother and prevent Gibson’s wife from squandering the inheritance. Davidson’s son,
James, and the rest of the legatees had written to Groat along these apprehensive lines. Clearly
Groat was perceived as a person of influence and leverage as a harper to Queen Anne who
could get things done as having access and means.82 There is clearly a need to reposition the
harper within society at large to appreciate his socio-economic function more fully beyond a
musical sphere.
Conclusion:
The picture of harp music in the far north of Scotland in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries in the end presents a multifaceted and interactive trait at various levels. The region
synecdochically encapsulates the musical developments of the country at large. In harpers
such as Donald Gibson, Daniel Melville, William Cadell, and Malcolm Groat, the scene of
harp music within the far north of Scotland, and more specifically its eastern seaboard, is set
within the context of players who were likely non-Gaelic speakers or playing a wire-strung
harp, nor for that matter would they have much connection to Gaelic verse. As a result the
region boasted a rich musical diversity even within the single instrumental field of harp
music.
Overall, there is an element of cross-breeding between musicians and musical genres
but also a cultural one in the mere location of these harpers found travelling across the
countryside or in an urban environment. Despite the harpers’ reluctance to broaden or adapt
their repertoire, this dynamic encourages facets of polymusicality and multiculturalism to
develop

within

an
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long
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as

static

and

unconnected.

The

decompartmentalization of harp music has enhanced our understanding of the musical scene
in these outlying lands with its greater vibrancy and its openness to cultural exchanges and
evolutions. Moreover, harpers should not be regarded purely in a restricted musical capacity
but rather as individuals combining multiple professional activities. The repositioning of
harpers within their society at large has unravelled their greater presence and socio-economic
role within these communities. There is a need to expand future studies on these corollary
contributions to understand more fully the nature of early-modern harpers within a musical
milieu in a flux set amidst a wider cultural world which was also evolving.
Thomas Brochard, honorary research fellow, University of Aberdeen. June 2013.
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